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MISSING SNOWBOARDERS – FEBRUARY 20, 2011 
--JUDD BALLARD & CHARLOTTE GUNN 

 

Charlotte:  The call came at about 9:30 p.m.  Three snowboarders had apparently gone out of 

bounds at Bogus Basin and were missing.  One had called the Boise County Sheriff’s Office on 

his rapidly-fading cellphone.  Ski Patrol had followed their trail to the point where they had nei-

ther enough people nor the right equipment to continue on into the steep terrain in the dark.  It 

was time to call Idaho Mountain Search and Rescue Unit.  Sunday night with people having to 

go to work on Monday morning…?  Not a good time for a callout.  Sunday night before Presi-

dents’ Day when many would have the day off…?  Much better. 

 

Nineteen members respond-

ed, in addition to Rod who 

handled in-town coordina-

tion.  We loaded snow-

shoes, avalanche beacons, 

probes, personal backcoun-

try skis, and general winter 

rescue gear, then headed up 

Bogus Basin Road.  By this 

time, someone had heard 

that the missing young men 

stated they were starting a 

fire and expecting to spend 

the night out.  Having done 

multiple previous missions 

Jimmie meets the press after  a successful rescue. -Photo by G. Gunn 
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in the Dry Creek area, we knew that the search could be long and exhausting, but as we started 

driving up the mountain we could see a flickering light which got bigger and bigger as we as-

cended and looked off the road to the east. 

 

Dan S. organized a team of five strong snow travelers (Gregg, Daniel M., Jimmie and Judd, led 

by Winston), to find a way across the steep terrain from roadside to the fire, holding others in 

reserve until we knew whether the fire indeed marked our subjects’ location and, if so, what 

additional equipment and people power might be needed. 

 

Judd:   We had a visual of the fire most of the way on the trail in, but the last 3/4 mile we lost 

sight of it.  Now we had to use our map and compass skills, knowing the bearing of where we 

had last seen the fire.  Sure enough, the fire came into sight again.  Now all we had to do was to 

hike down the ridge to where the snowboarders were. 

 

The three said they had become disoriented in the fog, and then got cold after hiking around all 

afternoon and sweating.  They combined all their survival gear and decided that the lighter and 

empty cigarette package would have to help them out of this one.  They looked around for some 

wood and found an old burned-out tree, about fifteen feet tall and with a nice hollow area about 

four feet off the ground.  They started the fire in the hollow and said it took off nicely, so they 

proceeded to dry their clothes and get warm by the fire, then had stretched out on their snow-

boards to try to sleep when five headlamps appeared out of nowhere. 

 

The young men’s first concern was that they would be charged for the search.  After we assured 

them that we are volunteers and never charge the people we help, Winston (a nurse) and Gregg 

(an EMT) checked them more thoroughly.  My general impression of them was that they were 

doing well; they just complained of being tired, thirsty and hungry.  As they were getting forti-

fied with granola bars and water, the burning tree appeared to be leaning toward us.  Deciding 

that we were standing in the fall zone, we moved; shortly after that, sure enough, the tree fell to 

the ground and continued to burn.  (continued on page 3) 

 

XENA SAR PRINCESS, APRIL 2000-

FEBRUARY 2011 
From a little ball of fuzz to a full-sized GSD 

with long curly hair, Xena brightened our days 

for almost eleven years.  She certified for air-

scent wilderness and for water search; however, 

her individual specialty was ―cute.‖  Even after 

she had to retire from field work because of ar-

thritic hips, Xena continued on duty against 

squirrels seeking our birdfeeders and cats stalk-

ing the birds, as well as traveling with us wher-

ever we went.  Now the pain and stiffness are 

gone, and Xena is a free dog.  We miss her. 

  --Charlotte and George Gunn 
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Once the three young men had something in their stomachs and were feeling better, we helped 

them put on the snowshoes we had carried in and started the hike up to the top.  Partway up, 

Carl, Owen and Jared met us and accompanied the group back to base camp, where they were 

greeted enthusiastically by friends and family.  Two of the three subjects wanted nothing to do 

with the media on scene, and climbed into the Gunns’ motor home for an additional basic medi-

cal check by Owen and Carl; the third man did the interviews before also being checked.  

 

IMSARU members participating included Judd Ballard, Jared Belsher, Francisco Castellon, 

Winston Cheyney, Charlotte Gunn, George Gunn, Carl Kidwell, Amanda Leader, Olen Leader, 

Mac Mackintosh, Owen Miller, Daniel Moore, Ann Moser, Gregg Rettschlag, Dan Scovel 

(O.L.), Rebecca Shaver, Jamie Simpson, Tom Wheless and Jimmie Yorgensen.  Rod Knopp 

handled in-town coordination. 

 

CRIME SCENE PRESERVATION TRAINING – FEBRUARY 1, 2011 

--CHARLOTTE GUNN 

 

As members of a search-and-rescue team, we obviously concentrate on finding people who are 

lost and/or in trouble in off-road areas, and getting them back to a safe place in the best shape 

possible.  (Often, of course, the subjects find their own way out or are found by others in the 

area, before we can even get there.)  It’s a real high when you personally are on the field team 

that makes the find and gets to escort the missing subject back to base camp or help load him/

her into the rescue vehicle.  Unfortunately, there are also tragic occasions when the subject is 

deceased.  These are rare for us, but in 2010 we participated in three searches which ended with 

a body rather than a live person.  All three were almost certainly dead before we ever received 

the call, but that does not make it easy. 

 

It also does not end our responsibility.  By law, any unattended death is a crime scene until de-

clared otherwise by law enforcement officials.  This means that if we are the first responders on 

scene, we need to be sure the person in deceased—and it takes only one team member to do 

this—and then preserve the scene until law enforcement officers arrive.  Some of the obvious 

principles include:  (a) Establish a perimeter, and don’t make it a small one.  Anyone who 

crosses that perimeter, including the one who checked for signs of life, needs to be recorded by 

name, time, and all actions.  (b) Remember that everything is evidence until proven otherwise, 

so don’t move or even touch anything in the area.  If anything is inadvertently disturbed, make a 

written note of what happened and when.  Investigation is not our job; preserving the scene for 

the investigators is our job.  (c) All members of the team that found the deceased person must 

remain there until the investigators dismiss them.  Considering where some of our searches take 

us, this may mean a wait of several hours.  The only exception to everyone waiting is if there is 

no communication via radio or cell phone at that location; at that point, someone obviously has 

to find a spot where communication is possible.  (d) Any member communicating a deceased 

subject to base camp needs to know and use our ―death code‖ so that family or friends who are 

waiting don’t get the news so abruptly, and so it is not announced to the whole world before 

officials have a chance to do their work. 
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Detective Jaimie Barker of the Ada County Sheriff’s Office gave us all this information and 

much more at a standing-room-only class on February first.  He also showed photos and talked 

about some previous cases enough to reinforce the rule that everything is evidence until proven 

otherwise and that seemingly innocuous actions can complicate the deciphering of evidence…

and to convince most of us that we wouldn’t want his job. 

 

Many thanks to Detective Barker for this training class, and to officer Jake Vogt for arranging it 

for us. 

 

WINTER SHELTERS TRAINING – FEBRUARY 8, 12-13, 2011 
--GREGG RETTSCHLAG 

 

Winter training started with a classroom session conducted by Bob Meredith, Brad Acker and 

Mike Johnson.  Bob’s presentation not only covered the types of shelters and their construction, 

but also included personal anecdotes regarding successes and failures he’s encountered in a life-

time of building his own shelters or while teaching survival classes.  The message here is that 

snow shelters work quite reliably until and unless somebody takes liberties with the ―Do-Nots‖ 

of construction and use.  Brad covered the various forms of snow transport gear, centering 

mainly around skis (alpine touring vs. telemark), their associated climbing skins, and snow-

shoes.  Mike shared a few items from his pack that he likes to have available should he encoun-

ter a winter survival situation. 

 

With the sage advice dispensed in the warm confines of the classroom, it was time to head out 

into the not-so-friendly backcountry and put shovel to snow.  Eleven of us met at the Com-

pound on Saturday morning, loaded unit winter gear, and headed for the parking lot at Mores 

Creek Summit on Highway 21, north of Idaho City.  After successfully getting the vehicle Fran-

cisco was riding in past the chili cook-off taking place in Idaho City, we all met up at the Sum-

mit.  We prepped gear in the parking lot and headed out on skis, snowshoes, and Bob’s ATV 

outfitted with tracks for snow travel.  We toted the gear in backpacks, human-drawn sleds, and 

a sled behind the ATV.  Our destination was a TBD spot along the snow-covered road to Sunset 

Peak.  We chose a large flat area adjacent to the road, possibly created for loading logging 

trucks.  Weather so far was warm for mid-February, and it was looking like our night out was 

not going to really challenge the insulating properties of the shelters. 

 

We divided into small groups of one to three people in order to try a variety of shelter tech-

niques.  Powder houses, snow caves, and snow trenches (with either snow block or tarp roofs) 

were all constructed.  All shelter types proved to be viable designs, with Jacob’s snow trench/

block design taking the architectural award. 

 

As construction of the shelters was winding up, Jimmie and Bob started excavating a fire pit.  

Various members of the group took a turn at the shovels and, when finished, we had a spiral 

staircase heading down to a benched amphitheater excavated to ground level.  The design 

proved to be functional, but a bit of a danger to high-priced Goretex clothing. 
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With a fire rolling, and caves awaiting inhabitants for the evening, Bob’s radio lit up with con-

versation between Life Flight and State Comm.  There was apparently an issue near Jackson 

Peak (not far from where we were) involving a snowmobiler.  When we heard State Comm 

mention IMSARU, Owen let them know we were nearby.  State Comm put us on standby, 

sending us to our shelters to prep for a possible return to the parking lot.  Soon after, State 

Comm told us that the Boise County Sheriff had things under control, allowing us to stand 

down.  We turned our focus to more immediate things, like staying up late enough to enjoy the 

Dutch oven peach cobbler that Jacob was putting together. 

 

After a comfortable night in shelters and warm gear, everybody was up relatively early.  We 

finished breakfast and then hid an avalanche beacon near camp.  Members of the group who did 

not have much previous experience working with beacons got a chance to practice.  It’s always 

good to get unit gear in the hands of those who may need to use it on a future mission.  With 

this work complete, we packed up for the quick downhill trip to the vehicles, and then on to the 

Compound. 

 

Participants were Jared Belsher, Francisco Castellon, John Ferguson, Mike Johnson, Amanda 

Leader, Olen Leader, Bob Meredith, Owen Miller, Gregg Rettschlag, Jacob Robinson and Jim-

mie Yorgensen. 

 

 

IMSARU STATISTICS FOR 2010 
AS COMPILED FOR MOUNTAIN RESCUE ASSOCIATION 

 

Number of missions, including stand-bys  20 

Types of missions:   Search     8 

    Technical    2 

 Missions where aircraft were used    2 

 Missions where medical aid was performed    2 

 

Activity types that led to missions: 

   Hiking      3 

   Skiing (Downhill & Cross-Country)   2 

   Snowboarding     1 

   Hunting     4 

   Aircraft     1 

   Automobile/Motorcycle   3 

   Other      6 

 

Mission person-hours     1,735 

Training person-hours     5,725 

(Includes full unit training plus specialty teams training) 
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CALENDAR 
 

Mar. 30 Mantracker Training – Contact Lori Thompson at 867-9533  6:30 p.m. 

 

Apr. 3  K9 Team Training – Contact Jamie Simpson at 384-1193 

 

Apr. 5  Equipment Prep for Robie Creek     7:30 p.m. 

 

Apr. 11 K9 Handlers’ Quarterly Meeting at the Compound   7:00 p.m. 

 

Apr. 12 Medical Preparation for Race to Robie Creek   7:30 p.m. 

 

Apr. 16 Assist at Race to Robie Creek     All Day on site 

 

Apr. 19 Technical Team Show-and-Tell of Recent Adventures  7:30 p.m. 

 

Apr. 20 Mantracker Training – Contact Dan or Kris Scovel at 376-7573 6:30 p.m. 

 

Apr. 26 Business Meeting       7:30 p.m. 

 

May 3  Training – Radio Operations      7:30 p.m. 

 

May 4  Mantracker Training – Contact Jimmie Yorgensen at 850-3610 6:30 p.m. 

 

May 10 SAR Training – Water Safety – Judd Ballard , Instructor  7:30 p.m. 

 

May 14 SAR Field Training – Water Safety    Time & Place TBA 

 

May 17 Medical Training       7:30 p.m. 

 

May 20-22 Washington State SARCON (Several pre-conference classes start earlier.) 

 

May 24 Business Meeting       7:30 p.m. 

 

May 25 Mantracker Training – More details TBA    6:30 p.m. 

 

May 31 NO MEETING SCHEDULED AT THIS TIME 

 

June 3-4 NASAR Conference in Reno 

 

June 7  General Meeting       7:30 p.m. 

 

June 14 SAR Training – Bivouac and Skills Review    7:30 p.m. 

 

June 9-12 ISSAR Summer Meeting – Clearwater County 

 

June 18-19 SAR Field Training – Bivouac and Skills Review  Time & Place TBA 
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FIRST AID KITS – MEDICAL TRAINING – FEBRUARY 15, 2011 
--CHARLOTTE GUNN 

 

Medical Director Francisco Castellon continued his hands-on approach to training by asking 

everyone to bring an item he/she considers important but perhaps not commonly mentioned for 

personal first-aid kits.  The session started with a list of some common recommendations from 

various sources.  Individuals then shared their personal choices:  Jake had his athletic trainer 

bag; Carl (who works as an ambulance attendant) showed his jump kit; I had the small ditty bag 

that fits in the pocket of my vest pack.  Our newer EMTs tended to carry the heavier kits.  

(Having been an EMT in the mid-70’s I do understand.) 

 

Among the most-discussed items were the SAM splint (lightweight and compact for carrying 

into the back-country, adaptable to many different uses), ordinary Bandaids, types of scissors, 

tweezers and various forms of material for slings and wraps.  The absolute that everyone agreed 

on was gloves to protect the provider.  The two most common questions were:  (1) What is the 

best container for a personal kit to be carried in a SAR pack and where can I get it?  (2) Where 

can we buy the under-the-tongue Benadryl strips? 

 

My personal decision is that I will continue to carry my lightweight minimal kit, but hope that 

Carl will be there with his full kit to treat me if ever I need it. 

 

 

 

JOEL HARDIN INSTRUCTORS’ TRAINING 
--KRIS SCOVEL 

 

On March 11-13, sixteen instructors with the Joel Hardin Professional Tracking Services pro-

gram met at Gowen Field National Guard Base in Boise for a training and refresher course.  

JHPTS provides expert trackers, teachers or consultants to meet the specific needs of each cli-

ent...and the experts need to continue working on their skills. 

 

Idaho Mountain Search and Rescue now has eight certified trackers, ranging from Basic certifi-

cation through Apprentice and Journeyman, with the JHPTS program.  We hold regularly-

scheduled training practices for our own members as well as attending classes. 

 

A calendar of JHPTS scheduled classes is posted on the website http://www.jhardin-inc.com 

with contact information if you are interested in signing up for a class or sponsoring a class for 

your SAR unit, military or law enforcement group. 
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THINKING SAR 24 HOURS PER DAY CAN MAKE YOU A HERO 
 

Our logistics director, Danny Cone, was driving from his home to his auto shop in Ontario, Or-

egon, on the morning of February 24 when he saw a house with fire at the back end of the roof.  

He jumped out of his vehicle and asked a bystander whether anyone was inside the house.  

When that person did not know, Danny pounded on the front door.  No one answered, so Danny 

opened the door and found the house’s tenant asleep on the couch; he said he had arrived home 

at about 2:30 a.m. and so was sleeping soundly.  Danny got the man out and the Ontario Fire 

and Rescue Department arrived to extinguish the flames. 

 

When asked about the incident, Danny claimed he ―did what anyone would have done.‖  Some 

people who have seen or read news reports of people sleeping with their guns at hand might 

hesitate to enter a strange house, but one Ontario man can be very glad that Danny was not 

thinking about possible danger to himself. 

 

Danny Cone, we salute you. 

 

2011 IDAHO STATE SEARCH & RESCUE SUMMER MEETING 

CLEARWATER COUNTY, OROFINO, JUNE 9-12 
 

Clearwater County Sheriff’s Search and Rescue is setting up an impressive list of training and 

fun activities, starting with a full day of canine training on Thursday and then continuing for 

two full days before the business meeting on Sunday.  The long list of classes includes rescue 

dive training, basic SAR techniques, an ATV certification course, first aid, GPS, basic man-

tracking, law enforcement evidence training, computer mapping, horse packing and SAR use, 

helicopter training and safety….  If that’s not enough fun, go for the pistol shoot, the ATV fun 

ride or the GPS scavenger hunt.  The $25 fee includes the meals! 

 

The dog training and ATV certification class both have limited enrollment, so pre-registration 

is required.  For information, class times, list of lodging choices, etc. contact Bob Reineke at 

bobcathy@idaho.net or call him at 208-827-0415. 

 

Don’t miss this opportunity.  IMSARU members who want a copy of the registration form can 

get one from Charlotte. 

 

DID YOU NOTICE? 
 

There were some strange characters in the print of our January-February issue.  They were a 

tribute to the joys of new technology.  Our new desktop computer and our older one apparently 

had problems in speaking the same language.  When the issue was all assembled (with most of 

the typing done on the older machine), we ran a test copy from the new computer to our home 

printer and it looked just fine.  We then took it to IMSARU’s big printer and started the run of 

640 copies.  OOPS!  We won’t know until we start the big printer this time whether the prob-

lem is solved.  If the weird characters are still present in this issue, send your suggestions or 

magical incantations for correcting the problem to the email address on the bottom of page one. 
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CABELA’S FUNDRAISER – SELLING “SEARCH DOGS” 
--DELINDA CASTELLON 

 

IMSARU was invited to participate in a sponsored fundraising event to celebrate Cabela’s 50th 

anniversary.  On Saturday, March 19, fourteen members from our unit and five search dogs 

showed up to enjoy the beautiful sunny morning and what we thought to be clear skies for the 

day.  Cabela’s was definitely the place to be; it was hopping with crowds of customers finding 

their best deals and enjoying the energetic atmosphere.  We were ready and motivated to sell 

hotdogs, sodas and chips to Cabela’s customers while they enjoyed their shopping adventure.  

(A food inspector did come over to our booth to ensure that we were all wearing gloves and had 

sanitizing products in our possession.  We were properly prepared, with no worries of health 

hazards.)   

 

Cabela’s graciously provided all the supplies needed.  In addition, our designated area was front 

and center so customers would see the IMSARU canopies as they entered and exited the store.  

The amazing part to this was that not only did we have our members cooking and selling, we 

also had a specific Cabela’s employee, Lauren Anderson, who stayed outside to assist us, as 

well as Jennifer Crofts, the Events Coordinator, who frequently came out to make sure that eve-

rything was going smoothly.  They both communicated  to their employees to make sure and 

grab their lunches at our booth, to support IMSARU. 

 

The search dogs created a lot of excitement for those who visited our booth, with the children 

wanting to pet the dogs and the adults who were fascinated by these amazing animals and their 

respected owners.  Especially entertaining was watching Ann trying to eat her lunch while her 

dog Watson was sitting behind her, eyeing her sandwich over her shoulder and obviously want-

ing some of that yummy barbecue. 

 

The crowd was supportive, thriving on the food while voicing their continued support of IM-

SARU.  One gentleman walked up to the counter, requested a ―grease rocket,‖ and advised us 

that he was heading out skiing for the day and wanted to show his support to our unit…and to 

please remember him in case he got lost out there.  From that time, Tom came up with the per-

fect slogan for our hot dogs; we were now promoting ―search dogs‖; we sold every one of them 

and it was fascinating to witness all the loving support we received from our local community.  

The day turned out to be a success, even with battling the extreme wind and snow for a short 

period of time.  Cabela’s generously donated to us one hundred percent of the proceeds from 

our sales, and we will use the money to fund training and equipment needs. 

 

We are very appreciative of the support shown to us by Cabela’s and hope there may be other 

opportunities to team up with such a professional and respectable company.  IMSARU mem-

bers who braved the blustery Saturday were Judd Ballard and K9 Zora, Delinda Castellon, Mike 

Johnson, Kim Juda and K9 Kiwi, Tom Kearney and K9 Midge, Amanda Leader, Ann Moser 

and K9 Watson, Gregg Rettschlag, Rebecca Shaver, Kimber Smith and K9 Marcie, Lori 

Thompson, Everett Wood, Rose Wood and Jimmie Yorgensen.  [Note:  Everyone thought Ever-

ett was just being helpful by manning the grill until they realized it was the warmest spot in the 

booth.] 
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THANK YOU!  THANK YOU!  THANK YOU! 
 

Ms. Dyana Dailey-Magsig for a cash donation in honor of search dog Xena. 

 

Mr. Kurt Ostwinkle, Mr. David Limber, Ms. Barbara Poston and the H-P Employee Giving 

Program for cash donations. 

 

Detective Jaimie Barker for teaching a training session on crime scene preservation. 

 

 

 

BONNEVILLE, BLAINE AND ELKO COUNTY K9 UNITS JOIN IMSARU 

FOR MOCK MISSION – MARCH 12, 2011 
--JAMIE SIMPSON 

 

We hosted a mock mission training in the desert south of Boise, with fifteen K9 teams and at 

least twenty IMSARU volunteers conducting the search for a group of Boy Scouts ―who had 

split up and gotten lost in the desert.‖  The missing and sometimes ―injured‖ subjects were 

members of Jeff Munn’s Boy Scout troop who agreed to come out and hide.  They were really 

great sports about hiking all over to lay tracks for the trailing dogs and mantrackers, and sitting 

in the desert for hours waiting for the air-scent dogs and search teams to find them.  One Scout 

played his part so well that the team who found him thought he really was unconscious.  

 

Judd Ballard and Ann Moser had scouted the area in the weeks before the mission, and divided 

it into seven search areas.  On Saturday morning, Ann told me to go to the Compound where 

the out-of-town teams were meeting for breakfast, collect everyone’s GPS units and deliver 

them to the mobile command post.  I felt a little sheepish asking everyone to hand over their 

expensive units.  Fortunately, when they arrived at the command post in the desert, their GPSs 

were waiting  with each team’s search area loaded onto the map in their GPS unit.  This was 

very handy, as several of the search areas were quite a walk from the command post.  Using the 

GPS to get to the search areas and for confirmation of where we were in relation to the search 

boundaries throughout the search greatly reduced the time we needed to spend looking at the 

paper map. 

 

Also in use were the Garmin Astro 220 dog GPS units.  These are handheld GPS units that re-

ceive signals from the integrated GPS transmitters on the dogs’ collars.  They not only tell you 

how far away the dog is and in what direction, they also tell you if the dog is moving or 

stopped, and keep a record of the dog’s track that you can view on the map.  Both trailing and 

air-scent dogs wore the collars—the trailing dogs so the handlers could review how closely the 

dogs were following the track and the air-scent dogs so we could review where the dogs had 

been. 

 

By 6:00 p.m., just as the sky was turning gray, the last of the Boy Scouts had been found, the 

search teams had each checked out and the information from their GPS units had been uploaded 

in the mobile command center.  During the de-briefing, a map of the mission areas was  
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projected onto the wall.  It was incredible to be able to see the tracks of every searcher and eve-

ry dog—well, almost.  While the technology is an awesome tool and a great addition to the map 

and compass, a couple of accidentally deleted tracks and mysteriously truncated dog tracks 

drove home George’s point:  The GPS is wonderful technology, but not a substitute for map 

and compass, and you still have to ―breadcrumb your map‖! 

 

Participating K9 teams included:  Bonneville County SAR – Rena Ferguson and Kai, Dave Fer-

guson and Buddy, David Forker and Loki; Blaine County SAR – Cam Daggett and Rockee, 

Heidi Woog and Yaquina, Chuck Rumpf and ChilliDog, Marlies Stroes and Axel; Elko County 

(NV) SAR – Cheryl 

Cuthbertson and Bravo; 

IMSARU – Linda 

Kearney and Cayenne, 

Tom Kearney and 

Midge, Ann Moser and 

Watson, Judd Ballard 

and Zora, Kimber Smith 

and Marcie, Jamie 

Simpson and Yoki, Kim 

Juda and Kiwi.  Many 

thanks to the Boy Scouts 

and to the IMSARU 

members who ran base 

camp, joined search 

teams, and did the evac-

uation of the ―injured.‖ 
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Selling ―search dogs‖ at Cabela’s celebration event    —Photo by L. Thompson 

Detective Jaimie Baker of 

the Ada County Sheriff’s 

Office , reminded us that 

―everything is evidence‖  

during our crime scene 

awareness training. 


